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WHAT WE OFFER
What we offer at a glance
At Caldera, we offer several types of trainings to best meet the needs of our users
and partners

Training in Caldera's
headquarters

On-site
training

Caldera gives you access to our
training center to help you acquire
theoretical and practical knowledge
in a proper learning environment. Our
trainers will be sharing their expertise
and experience of the field with you

You are a CalderaRIP user or partner,
you can’t travel, or you simply
prefer to be trained in your own
working environment? Request
a Caldera technician to come to
your company, and benefit from an
expertise tailored to your needs..

For whom? Caldera users
and partners

For whom? Caldera users
and partners

Pricing: 400 euros per training
day. Possibility of coverage
by your OPCO

Pricing: 1250 euros per training
day, plus travel fees. Possibility
of coverage by your OPCO

Hours: Monday to Friday, from
9:00am to 5:30pm. Training duration
varies according to the themes
addressed. Registration is done at
the front desk of the training center
on the first training day, at 8:45am

Hours: On-demand, to be defined
with the customer. Training
duration varies according to
the themes addressed.

Access deadline: 1 week before
the beginning of the training
Where: at Caldera's Training Center, in
Eckbolsheim, France. Our facilities are
adapted to people with disabilities
Maximum number of
participants per session: 4
Registration: from the user or the
partner's WorkSpace account

Where: At the customer's, or
in the partner's showroom
Maximum number of participants
per session: To be defined
with the customer

Online
training

Our webinars are the perfect alternative
for Caldera users and partners to
get fast and effective training on
Caldera modules. Whether you are
interested in the basics of Tiling+,
EasyMedia or CalderaRIP as a whole,
our online sessions are the simplest
way to train yourself remotely.

For whom? CalderaCare subscribers
Pricing: Webinars are an
exclusive advantage for our
CalderaCare subscribers
Hours: on Thursdays and Fridays
from 3:00pm to 5:00pm, according
to the theme addressed
Access deadline: 1 day before
the beginning of the webinar
Maximum number of
participants per session: 50
Registration: from the user or the
partner's WorkSpace account

Cancellation policy
For trainings at Caldera's headquarters: all cancellations must respect at least
one week's notice (in writing) before the beginning of the training course.
For on-site trainings: If the cancellation is made less than one week before
the beginning of the course, a 20% penalty will be applied + the trainer's
travel fees. Travel fees ill be charged regardless of when the cancellation
is made. Travel fees are due from the signature of the training order.
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OUR CATALOGUE
TRAINING IN CALDERA'S
HEADQUARTERS

ONBOARDING TRAINING
As a Caldera partner or reseller, you must use your WorkSpace
account to register to this training. Access the "Training
Center" area to view the session schedule and register.

Training duration: 3 days (21 hours) - 0,5 day of commercial training + 2,5 days of technical training
No prior knowledge of Caldera is required to participate in this training. We recommend it to new partners who
wish to learn how to set up a RIP station on their customer's production sites. In addition to a 2.5-day technical
training, half a day will be dedicated to Caldera's Business-to-Business sales structure. This training course ill
also give you the opportunity to learn more about key Caldera modules, such as Compose, Tiling+ or VisualCut,
and to learn about our latest developments. From setting up a workstation on Linux OS to automating printing
and cutting workflows, all aspects of CalderaRIP will be covered on this Onboarding training program.
Objectives:
• Learn about the Caldera ecosystem
• Master the installation of CalderaRIP software and a Linux operating system
• Activate your customer's RIP station and update its license
• Set up a shared folder on a local networkl
• Set up a printer and a cutting device
• Master CalderaRIP modules
• Set up a print and cut workflow
• Optimize production using the automation tools of CalderaRIP
Eligible audience: Caldera partners
Pre-requisites: To be a Caldera reseller or partner
Evaluation methods:
After your training request, a Caldera trainer will get in touch with you with a
questionnaire in order to assess your knowledge before the training.
At the end of the training course, you will be
taking another evaluation on the covered
topics. Depending on the results, you will
be issued a certificate of competence on
the use and maintenance of CalderaRIP.
Teaching methods:
• Tutorials
• Practical exercises
• Group workshops
• Work on the machines
Available equipment:
• Dell RIP station
• CalderaRIP installation keys
• Large-format printers
• Cutting plotter
• Spectrophotometers

Download the detailed training plan on www.caldera.com
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ESSENTIAL TRAINING
As a Caldera partner or reseller, you must use your WorkSpace
account to register to this training. Access the "Training
Center" area to view the session schedule and register.

Training duration: 2 days (14 hours)
No prior knowledge is required to participate in this training. We recommend it to operators and new
users who wish to learn how to use CalderaRIP. From printing very large multi-part projects to setting up
a complete print & cut workflow, all CalderaRIP modules will be covered in this training program.
Objectives:
• Learn about the Caldera ecosystem
• Set up a printer and a cutting device
• Master the CalderaRIP modules
• Set up a print and cut workflow
• Optimize production using the automation tools of CalderaRIP
Eligible audience: Caldera users and partners
Pre-requisites: No pre-requisites required.
Evaluation methods:
After your training request, a Caldera
trainer will get in touch with you with
a questionnaire in order to assess
your knowledge before the training.
At the end of the training course, you
will be taking another evaluation
on the covered topics. Depending
on the results, you will be issued a
certificate of competence on the use
and maintenance of CalderaRIP.
Teaching methods:
• Tutorials
• Practical exercises
• Group workshops
• Work on the machines
Available equipment:
• Dell RIP station
• Large-format printers
• Cutting plotter
• Spectrophotometers

Download the detailed training plan on www.caldera.com
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COLOR MANAGEMENT TRAINING
As a Caldera partner or reseller, you must use your WorkSpace
account to register to this training. Access the "Training
Center" area to view the session schedule and register.

Training duration: 2 days (14 hours)
This advanced training has been designed for Caldera users and partners who wish to learn how to create color
profiles for their wide-format printers. The course requires basic knowledge of CalderaRIP, so we recommend you
attend the Onboarding training first (or to have at least a prior experience with the installation & use of CalderaRIP
software). In addition to creating ICC profiles for various ink configurations with the EasyMedia module, this course
will also introduce you to the basics of color management in a large-format production environment.
Objectives:
• Understant the basics of color management
• Create an ICC profile and master each step of the calibration and characterization process
• Save and install ICC profiles
• Understand spot color management
• Automate spot color replacement
• Set up color management and understand the different types of rendering
• Use a simulation profile
Pre-requisites: Know the Caldera ecosystem and the basics of CalderaRIP software
Eligible audience: Caldera users and partners
Evaluation methods:
After your training request, a Caldera trainer will get in touch with you with a questionnaire in order to assess your
knowledge before the training.
At the end of the training course, you will be
taking another evaluation on the covered
topics. Depending on the results, you will
be issued a certificate of competence
on CalderaRIP color configuration and
ICC profile creation with EasyMedia.
Teaching methods:
• Tutorials
• Practical exercice
• Group workshop: creation of color profiles
• Work on the machines

Available equipment:
• Dell RIP station

• Large-format printers
• Light booth
• Thread-counter
• Spectrophotomètres

Download the detailed training plan on www.caldera.com
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WHERE TO STAY
We have negociated special pricing with some local hotels!
Don't forget to mention Caldera if you choose to stay at one of them.

HOTEL PARTNERS
Ibis Strasbourg Centre les Halles***

APARTHOTELS ADAGIO ACCESS
Strasbourg Petite France***

Address: 1 rue Sébastopol – Strasbourg
T: +33 (0) 3 90 22 46 46
H0640-RE@accor.com
Price negociated by Caldera (breakfast included):
From 70 euros to 90 euros per night
Tourist tax: 1,65€

Hotel Villa d’Est ****

Address: 12, rue Jacques Kablé – Strasbourg
T : +33 (0)3 88 15 06 06
contact@hotel-villa-est.com
Price negociated by Caldera (breakfast included):
Room "Classique": 95€ per night (including tax & VAT)
Room "Elégance": 112€ per night (including tax & VAT)
Tourist tax: 2,45€

Address: 27 rue de Wasslonne – 67000 STRASBOURG
T : +33 (0) 3 90 29 27 00
H8446@adagio-city.com
Price negociated by Caldera -SCP453892
(Breakfast & parking included):
88€ per night for a 2-person studio
(price for 1 to 3 nights)
76€ per night for a 2-person studio
(price for 4 to 9 nights)
Tourist tax not included in these prices.

Confort Hotel Athéna SPA ***

Hotel Design, Spa & Business Centre
Address: Rue Armande Bejart
T: + 33 (0) 3 88 30 10 30
contact@athenaspahotel.com
Price negociated by Caldera (breakfast included):
Simple room: 97€ per night (including tax & VAT)
Tourist tax: 1,65€ per person and per day

Villa d'Est

Athéna SPA

Caldera

Ibis Hotel

Adagio Access
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WHERE TO EAT?
French and alsacian cuisine

Restaurant "Aux trois chevaliers", 3 quai des bateliers (Alsacian)
Restaurant "Le fossile", 6 petite rue d’Austerlitz (meat)			
Restaurant "À la hache", 11 rue de la douane (French)			
Restaurant "La cloche à fromage", 27 rue des tonneliers (cheese)
Restaurant "Gurtlerhoft", 13 place de la cathédrale (Alsacian)
Restaurant "Tire-bouchon", 5 rue des tailleurs de Pierre (Alsacian)

World cuisine

Salambo Amilkar, 2 rue de la croix (Moroccan)				
Tsingtao, 18 rue Hannong (Chinese)					
Le Maharaja, 15 quai des bateliers (Indian)				
Le Melting pot, 5 rue du saumon (Fusion)				

Thirsty?

Les frères Berthom, 18 rue des tonneliers, Strasbourg			
The Dubliners, 7 rue du vieux marché aux poissons, Strasbourg		
Code bar, 39 rue du Vieil Hôpital, Strasbourg				

T : +33 (0)3 88 36 15 18
T : +33 (0)3 88 36 39 76
T : +33 (0)3 88 32 34 32
T : +33 (0)3 88 23 13 19
T : +33 (0)3 88 75 00 75
T : +33 (0)3 88 22 16 32

T : +33 (0)3 88 35 40 50
T : +33 (0)3 88 22 08 48
T : +33 (0)3 88 37 31 10
T : +33 (0)3 88 32 72 18

T : +33 (0)3 88 32 81 18
T : +33 (0)3 88 75 55 27
T : +33 (0)6 09 14 02 57

ACCESS THE TRAINING LOCATION
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By plane
Closest airport:

International Airport Strasbourg Entzheim (www.strasbourg.aeroport.fr), located 10km from the city center, which
can be reached by taxi or airport shuttle. The shuttle (train) takes 9 minutes to reach Strasbourg's main train station
("Gare Centrale"). There are 4 shuttles per hour: lien Navette train aéroport de Strasbourg

Other airports:

Euroairport Bâle-Mulhouse : 		
Karlsruhe Airport Baden Baden :
Paris Airport: 				
Frankfurt Airport: 			

130km from Strasbourg
58km from Strasbourg
400km from Strasbourg
210km from Strasbourg

Airport shuttle: www.alsace-navette.com
Airlines stopping in the area:

Easyjet, Air France, Ryanair, Lufthansa, KLM, Flykiss, Vueling, Hop, Volotea, Czech
Airlines, Tunis Air, Brussels Airlines, Iberia, Royal Air Maroc, etc.

By train
Train station: Strasbourg
Once in Strasbourg station, take the line D of the tramway towards "Poteries", and stop at the terminus. It will take a
5-minute walk to reach Caldera's facilities.

Taxi companies in Strasbourg
Taxi 13: 		
Taxi Strass:

+33 (0)3 88 36 13 13
+33 (0)3 88 27 13 13

www.taxi13.fr
www.taxi-strass-strasbourg.fr
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OUR CATALOGUE
ON-SITE TRAINING
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ON-SITE TRAINING
Two possibilities:
Choose a training from our catalogue

Ask us for a tailored training

You are a CalderaRIP user or partner, you can’t
travel, or you simply prefer to be trained in your
own working environment? Choose among the three
training courses that we have in our catalogue
(page 5, 6 & 7 of this brochure). The content will
be adapted to your working environnement.

You are a Caldera partner or user, but you cannot find
what your need among the training courses of our
catalog? We will do our best to answer your specific
needs. Our experts will help you define the ideal
training content and duration according to your needs.

For whom? Partenaires et utilisateurs Caldera
Pricing: 1250 euros per training day, plus travel fees. Possibility of coverage by your OPCO.
Hours: On-demand, to be defined with the customer. Training duration varies according to the themes addressed.
Where: At the customer's, or in the partner's showroom.
Maxium number of participants per session: to be defined with the customer.

Contact us at training-emea@caldera.com or go to the Training Center section of our
website to fill the contact form. Our experts will get back to you as soon as possible.
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OUR CATALOGUE
ONLINE TRAINING
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ONLINE TRAINING
You must use your WorkSpace account to register to our webinars.
Go to the Training Center area to access the schedule and register.

Basics of CalderaRIP
CalderaRIP made simple! If you had to choose only one training, it should definitely be this one. This
course will give you all the fundamentals of our sophisticated software. At the end of the course, you
will be able to process a print file, from opening to printing. We will also go through modules such as
Compose and Nest-O-Matik, which will allow you to nest different files in the same job, and more.
Training duration: 1h of training + 30 minutes of Q&A
Webinar schedule:
• Manual file import using Fileman
• Automatic file import using HotFolders
• How to get file information
• How to crop a file
• How to manage jobs from the ImageBar
• How to install and configure a printer
• Print module and layouting
• How to manage jobs in the print queue
• Nest jobs with the Compose module
• How to automate job nesting with Nest-O-Matik
• Automation

Print & Cut workflow with CutServer
This training is for RIP users who wish to deepen their knowledge of the Print & Cut workflow using roll-to-roll
cutters. At the end of the course, you will master the installation and configuration of cutters working with CutServer
(VisualCut), our module dedicated to cutting. You will learn how to create cutting tools based on the cut contour saved
in the PDF file. We will also see how to edit cut files through the use of design software such as Adobe Illustrator.
Training duration: 1h of training + 30 minutes of Q&A
Webinar schedule:
• Presentation of the print-to-cut workflow
• How to create a file with a cut path using Adobe Illustrator
• How to install a roll-to-roll cutter
• How to setup the CutContour library
• How to add bleed
• How to use Step&Repeat and ContourNesting
from the print module and Compose
• Presentation of the VisualCut interface
• Print-to-cut automationQuickPrint
• Cut marks and Nest-O-Matik

ONLINE TRAINING
Tiles management with Tiling+
This online training will allow you to specialize in the Tiling+ module, dedicated to large-format projects.
During this session, you will understand how to master the many possibilities offered by this module,
through concrete examples such as vehicle wrapping, shop window decorations, billboards, and more!
In addition, you will also see how to automate Tiling+ projects through the workflow editor.
Training duration: 1h of training + 30 minutes of Q&A
Webinar schedule:
• Application 1: Billboards
• Application 2: Vehicle wrapping
• Application 3: Shop window decorations
• Application 4: Banners
• How to automate Tiling+

Color management & EasyMedia
Color management is a central part of our customers' daily lives, and mastering this vast sbject can be
complicated. In this online course, we will focus on setting up and creating ICC profiles using EasyMedia, our
integrated solution for printer calibration. From linearization to ICC profile creation, we will go through all
the steps involved in calibration so that you can achieve the best results with any type of media.
Training duration: 1h of training + 30 minutes of Q&A

Webinar schedule:
• Introduction to color management
• Color configuration of CalderaRIP
• Master the different calibration steps from EasyMedia
• Color configuration of the printer
• Which color output mode should I choose?

Spot color management
You probably wonder how to improve the rendering of spot colors on your large-format printer. CalderaRIP software will
optimize the rendering of your RAL, Pantone, HKS and many other color libraries. During this webinar, you will learn how
to print targeted color books in order to find the closest color to use, and how to save it in a dedicated CMYK library.
Training duration: 1h of training + 30 minutes of Q&A

Webinar schedule:
• How to properly open a file containing spot colors with Fileman
• How to set up a targeted ColorBook
• How to create a customized output color library (CMYK)
• How to automate spot color replacement
• How to pick up and check a color using a spectrophotometer
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Caldera headquarters
1 rue des frères Lumière
F-67201 Eckbolsheim
T : +33 3 88 21 00 00
www.caldera.com

Contact

training-emea@caldera.com

www.caldera.com

